FROM WALT ROSTOW
TO THE PRESIDENT
CITE CAPS2201

CONFIDENTIAL

THIS FURTHER REPORT FROM PRAGUE WILL INTEREST YOU.

PRAGUE 3227

SUBJ: DUBCEK SETS GRIM TONE

1. CZECH LEADERSHIP, BEHIND WHICH PEOPLE HAD RALLIED
IMPRESSIVELY IN PAST WEEK, HAS SUCCEEDED IN RE-ESTABLISHING
ITSELF, PROBABLY NOT BECAUSE IT HAS ACHIEVED SOVIET CONFIDENCE
BUT BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED THAT NO OTHER VIABLE
DOMESTIC COMMUNIST LEADERSHIP AVAILABLE.

2. ON OTHER HAND, IT HAS ACCEPTED SOVIET TERMS FOR MOST PART
EVEN THOUGH PRESIDENT SVOBODA AND PARTY LEADER DUBCEK HAVE MADE
IT CLEAR THAT THEY HAVE DONE SO RELUCTANTLY AND, HOPEFULLY,
TEMPORARILY.

3. IN SPEECH THIS AFTERNOON MARKED BY OBVIOUS EMOTIONAL AND
PHYSICAL EXHAUSTION, DUBCEK GAVE SOMBER AND REALISTIC ASSESSMENT
OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA'S PLIGHT. HE OFFERED CZECHS LITTLE HOPE
FOR QUICKLY GETTING RUSSIANS OFF THEIR BACKS AND COULD ONLY
HOLD OUT THE SLENDER PROMISE THAT SITUATION WOULD ONLY BE
TEMPORARY.
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4. Most explicitly ominous was his warning that limitations on democracy would have to be accepted "for the time being", particularly in area of freedom of expression. (We understand leaders are meeting with editors tonight, presumably to lay down new line.)

5. Course of action spelled out for party—plenum of CC (presumably old CC) augmented by congress delegates seems to confirm that actions of 14th party congress will be annulled.

6. Dubcek clearly underlined priority which must be attached to getting Soviet troops out as quickly as possible. He added information that troops while here are supposed to be restricted to camps outside urban areas.

7. Dubcek's greatest emotional difficulties during speech seemed to come when he referred to his enforced presence in USSR euphemistically as period when "I and other comrades could not participate in party work."

8. As conveyed by radio, much of reaction following Dubcek speech turned toward bleakly realistic view that outcome about best that could reasonably have been hoped. Most comments voiced bitterness at terms and duress of settlement but understanding, and in most cases admiration, for Dubcek himself. However, some organizations, as well as militant youth weekly student, have asserted view that agreement betrays heroic week-long resistance which thus in vain. Many resolutions, and radio itself repeatedly, have urged the Czechoslovak people remain calm, "especially tonight," to avoid worse calamities. We were told however, by US journalist source that large crowd hostile to agreement formed in Wenceslas Square early this evening to march on national assembly demanding its rejection. Radio earlier had advised people assembling before castle to disperse; this apparently effective.

9. Several commentators advise thinking things over before reacting; one quoted Czech proverb "morning is wiser than evening." In LBS view, newspapers reportedly agreed voluntarily not to publish tomorrow to allow more time to evaluate situation. Some did not wait overnight; radio now carrying reports of organizations modifying vehement resolutions passed in heat of afternoon's indignation when communiqué first published.
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